SMASH IBM!
We shall enter the realm of scenery at
MERDON CASTLE. This stronghold
of placeless Capital has been in the
hands of ‘freemasons’ since its purchase
by ‘IBM’ in ‘1960/61’. Beneath ‘Hursley
Park’ and ‘Merdon Castle’, ‘IBM’ works
to perfect the architecture of pan-global
‘capitalism’. They hope to erect The
Golden Stone, an apex, above Merdon
Castle (symbolising ‘extension’) at the
moment of ‘millennium’, whilst attention
is focused on the Greenwich meridian.
Long ago, ‘IBM’ operatives ‘penetrated’
the underchalk. They found ‘Tumble
Down Tunnel’, a lost way down, and the
tunnel from ‘Hursley Park’ to the old
church. As yet the Castle Well/Pole Holes
tunnel defeats them. They move beneath
the hill, as if authentically. “Within the
fosse my white mare, Rigantona sleeps.”
They seek her there. Earlier, Henry de Blois
sought her in “a complex, representing
carnal Gnosis (the physical aspect of
St Catherine), a kind of healing.”
Spectacular sacriﬁce has been enacted
here since Cynewulf, ‘king’ of ‘Wessex’,
was ritually slaughtered at ‘Merdon’ in
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‘AD’ ‘755’, when on a visit to ‘his’ mistress
in her bower. Cynewulf, as ‘victim’,
represents “corporate take-over, the
removal of an idea from its object, or
Hercules...” ‘His’ mistress represents “the
land, a vehicle (i.e. a horse).” It was here
that the slaughter of Ethelwolf ’s army
occurred, in ‘AD’ ‘867’.
Mares have always been sacred at
Merdon/Hursley: “Smith (English PlaceName Elements) accepts Ekwall’s
suggestion that there was a lost OE
form hyrse (‘mare’), which would account
for this place name (Hursley)...” Of
Merdon, from miere (‘mare’), accounting
for the 1167 form Merendon(a) from
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Mierenadun (‘Hill of Mares’). [Hants
Place-Names, Coates, 1989]
Horses have always been sacriﬁced at or
near Merdon: “During the First World
War a ‘holding camp’ was established [at
Ampﬁeld, nearby] for horses on their
way to France...” [The New Hampshire
Village Book, Hants. Fed. of Women’s
Institutes, 1990] Horsa and Hengist, in
repression, stalk these paddocks.
In recent years rituals have been enacted
in Hampshire, involving the maiming of
mares. ‘The Press’ blames the ‘Hampshire
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Horse Ripper’, implying one deranged
man with a knife (we thought it was
The Fatman). Dr. Mintern informed us,
in the psychic realm, that these actions
are carried out by an IBM ‘Professional’
‘Management’ Team based at Hursley/
Merdon. They use mares to represent
‘intuition’ or ‘the mother within us’
- a beast of burden (the Proletariat) which they wish to sacriﬁce. They enact
repression in tunnels underground.
This “hollow of abuse,” our meadow raised up and shimmering - has been
in the hands of ‘capitalism’ too long.
We shall call the mare into being! O, speak
in hoarse whispers and laugh noisily!
Not one horse more! Break the false hills!
Free the tethered mare!
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